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Abstract

Networks derived from various disciplinary of sociality and nature are dynamic

and incomplete, and temporal link prediction has wide applications in recom-

mendation system and data mining system, etc. The current algorithms first

obtain features by exploiting the topological or latent structure of networks,

and then predict temporal links based on the obtained features. These algo-

rithms are criticized by the separation of feature extraction and link prediction,

which fails to fully characterize the dynamics of networks, resulting in undesir-

able performance. To overcome this problem, we propose a novel algorithm by

joint multi-label learning and feature extraction (called MLjFE ), where tempo-

ral link prediction and feature extraction are integrated into an overall objective

function. The main advantage of MLjFE is that the features and parameter ma-

trix for temporal link prediction are simultaneously learned during optimization

procedure, which is more precise to capture dynamics of networks, improving

the performance of algorithms. The experimental results on a number of artifi-

cial and real-world temporal networks demonstrate that the proposed algorithm

significantly outperforms state-of-the-art methods, showing joint learning with

feature extraction and temporal link prediction is promising.
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1. Introduction1

Network (graph) is an e�cient and e↵ective tool to model and characterize2

many complex systems from nature and society, where each vertex represents3

an entity and each edge denotes the relation between a pair of vertices. For4

instance, in social networks vertices correspond to individuals and edges to the5

relations among them [1]. In cancer networks, biological molecules, such as6

genes and proteins, are denoted by vertices and biological interactions among7

genes, such as protein-protein interactions and transcriptional factor binding8

interactions, are represented by edges [2]. There are various complex networks,9

including social networks [3], gene regulation networks [4], transportation net-10

works [5], and scientific collaboration networks [6].11

Network analysis aims at extracting interesting graph patterns by exploit-12

ing the topological structure of networks, which shed light on the structure13

and function of underlying systems. For instance, the hub vertices (with large14

degree) correspond to the scientists with prestigious reputation in scientific col-15

laboration networks [6]. The module structure is defined as a group of vertices16

whose connectivity within group is strong inside and weak outside. And, mod-17

ules in protein interaction networks may correspond to protein complexes, which18

execute critical biological processes, such as apoptosis and gene expression regu-19

lation [7]. Moreover, the time dependence of overlapping communities uncovers20

basic relationships characterizing community evolution, which are essential for21

a deeper understanding of the development and self-optimization of society as22

a whole [8]. The prerequisite for network analysis is that the involved networks23

are reliable and complete.24

However, most of available networks are incomplete because our knowledge25

about the underlying complex systems is really limited, which hampers the suc-26

cessful application of network analysis to discover interesting graph patterns.27
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For example, it is reported that more than 90% protein interactions of human28

are missing [9]. Thus, there is a critical need to complete the involved networks.29

The most reliable and straightforward strategy is to validate the interactions by30

experiments, which is unpracticable in many cases because of limitation of fi-31

nance and technique constraints. Therefore, predicting missing links in networks32

based on the observation of interactions using the computational techniques is33

popular, which provides an alternative for experimental based methods [10].34

Great e↵orts have been devoted to missing link prediction, which can be35

roughly classified into two categories: topological analysis [11] and matrix de-36

composition based methods [12]. The former ones aim at exploiting the similar-37

ity between vertex pair to predict missing links based on the assumption that38

vertices with similar structure are more likely to be connected. The di↵erence39

among these algorithms lay on how to define and calculate the similarity be-40

tween vertices, such as local topological structure information [13] and global41

reliable paths [11]. However, these methods is insu�cient to fully characterize42

the structure of missing links since it only explores the topological information.43

To solve this problem, the latter methods exploit the latent structure by factoriz-44

ing matrices associated with networks based on the assumption that the implicit45

features can complement topological information. For example, SEMAC that46

jointly exploits fine-grained node features as well as the overall graph topology,47

which represents vertices using subgraph embedding via convex matrix com-48

pletion [12]. There are also variants of link prediction, such as hyperlink and49

multi-relational link prediction [14].50

Nevertheless these algorithms focus on predicting missing links in static net-51

works, ignoring the temporality of networks. Actually, dynamic networks are52

ubiquitous, implying that the structure of networks changes at various condi-53

tions and time steps. For example, switch of individual occupations and lo-54

cations results in dynamicity of structure and patterns in social networks [15].55

Cancer cells disrupt the biological functions, leading to cancer progression from56

benign to malignant stages. Thus, there is a critical need for link prediction in57

temporal networks since temporal networks are more precisely to describe the58
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underlying complex systems. Compared to missing link prediction, temporal59

link prediction forecasts the network at T +1 based on the observations from 160

to T [16].61

Unfortunately, it is di�cult to predict temporal links mainly due to several62

reasons. First, compared to static networks, dynamics of networks is di�cult to63

accurately depict, which is the foundation for temporal link prediction. Second,64

the multiple layers of temporal networks pose a great challenge on designing65

e↵ective and e�cient algorithms to predict links. The most intuitive strategy66

for temporal link prediction is to collapse dynamic networks into static one,67

where link prediction algorithms can be directly applied. However, this strategy68

is criticized for incredibly sacrificing the accuracy of prediction [17].69

To avoid collapsing temporal networks, many algorithms have been devel-70

oped for temporal link prediction. For example, Dunlavy et al. [18] consider71

the CANDECOMP/PARAFAC tensor decomposition, which retains its natural72

three-dimensional structure, instead of collapsing the networks. Zhu et al. [19]73

propose a temporal latent space model (TLSM ) for temporal link prediction74

based on the assumption that vertices can change smoothly in the latent space75

over time. However, the performance of TLSM largely depends on the quality76

of features at the previous time. To attack this issue, SNMF-FC obtains the77

features for vertices for each time using symmetric nonnegative matrix factor-78

ization (SNMF), and then predicts temporal links by collapsing the features at79

various time [17]. But, SNMF-FC has the limitation that the features of ver-80

tices at each various time are independent, failing to characterize dynamics of81

networks in features. Thus, Ma et al. [20] propose graph regularized nonnega-82

tive matrix factorization algorithm (GrNMF ), where the historical topological83

structure information is incorporated into features of vertices at the current84

time via regularization strategy. GrNMF is superior to SNMF-FC, implying85

that fusing features and temporality is promising for temporal link prediction,86

which is also the motivation of this study.87

Although considerable e↵orts have been devoted to the temporal link predic-88

tion, there are still many unsolved problems. For example, the theoretical foun-89
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dations for temporal link prediction is critical needed. In details, even though90

the equivalence among GrNMF and NMF is proven, the relation between tem-91

poral link prediction and typical algorithms such as multi-label learning is still92

unknown. Second, the available methods consists of two major components:93

feature extraction for each time and temporal link prediction based on the ob-94

tained features. However, these two major steps run independently, which may95

fail to fully characterize the structure of temporal networks. Actually, great96

evidences demonstrate that joint learning is more precise than independently97

learning [21]. Therefore, one of the motivation of this study is to investigate the98

possibility to joint link prediction and feature extraction.99

To address these problems, we further demonstrate that multi-label learning100

is a generalization of link prediction, which is also the reason why it is selected.101

And, a novel algorithm by joint multi-label learning and feature extraction for102

temporal link prediction (MLjFE ) is proposed, where parameter matrix for link103

prediction and features simultaneously are learned. The advantage of MLjFE is104

that it extract both local and glocal information at same time since features can105

capture the high-order local structure information of the networks during op-106

timization procedure. In this case, the temporal link prediction problem using107

joint learning is transformed into an constrained optimization problem. Then,108

constrained updating rules are deduced to optimize the objective function. Fi-109

nally, jointing feature extraction and multi-label learning significantly improves110

the accuracy of algorithms since it provides a better way to characterize dynam-111

ics of networks.112

In all, the main contributions of this study can be summarized as follows:113

- We show link prediction is a special case of multi-label learning, which114

is a good reason to explain why multi-label learning can be used for link115

prediction. And, we extend multi-label learning for temporal link pre-116

diction. Even though some e↵orts have been devoted to link prediction117

using multi-label learning [22], as far as we know, this study is the first118

multi-label learning for temporal link prediction.119
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- MLjFE is developed for temporal link prediction by joint multi-label learn-120

ing and feature extraction, where features can capture the information in121

parameter matrix for temporal link prediction. It can also consider as a122

integrative framework for multiple algorithms for temporal link prediction.123

- Experimental results over a number of both artificial and real world tem-124

poral networks demonstrate that the proposed approach significantly out-125

performs state-of-the-art methods without increasing time complexity.126

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces127

notations. Related work is summarized in Section 3. The proposed algorithm is128

described in Section 4. The experimental results on various temporal networks129

are shown in Section 5. The conclusion is drawn in Section 6.130

2. Notations131

Notations that are widely used in the forthcoming sections are described in132

this section.133

Let G = (V,E) be a graph with vertex set V = (v1, . . . , vn) and edge set134

E, where n is the number of vertices. The adjacent matrix of G is denoted by135

matrix W 2 R
n⇥n whose element wij is the weight on edge (vi, vj). If network136

G is un-weighted, wij is 1 if edge (vi, vj) exists, 0 otherwise. The degree of137

vertex vi is the sum of weights on edges connected to it, i.e. di =
P

j wij .138

The laplacian matrix is defined as L = D �W , where D is the degree diagonal139

matrix, i.e. D = diag(d1, d2, . . . , dn). A low-case bold letter x presents a vector140

and a upper-case letter Z presents a matrix in this paper.141

Let {1, 2, . . . , T} be the set of time steps (time for short). Any variable142

with attached subscript t denotes value of the corresponding variable at time143

t. Temporal (dynamic) networks G is combination of a sequence of graphs with144

order, i.e. G = (G1, . . . , GT ), where Gt is the snapshot at time t. Temporal145

networks G can be represented by a tensorW 2 R
n⇥n⇥T , where wijt corresponds146

to the weight on edge (vi, vj) in Gt. Let Wi:t and W:it denote the i-th row and147

column of Wt, respectively.148
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The temporal link prediction is defined as: given temporal networks G =

(G1, . . . , GT ), how to predict network at T +1, i.e. how to construct a function

f such that

WT+1 = f(W1, . . . ,WT ). (1)

3. Related work149

In this section, we briefly review the matrix based algorithm for temporal link150

prediction problem, which are classified into three categories: network collapse,151

topological analysis and matrix factorization based algorithms.152

3.1. Network collapse based methods153

The simplest strategy for temporal link prediction is to directly apply algo-

rithms for link prediction by collapsing dynamic networks into a static network.

Collapsed tensor (CT) [23] adopts the average of edge weights on all slides of

dynamic networks as

W
⇤ =

TX

t=1

Wt/T. (2)

However, it is criticized for setting the importance of network Gt as a con-

stant 1/T . Actually, snapshots close to T +1 are more important than those far

away from T + 1 because evolution of networks originates from 1 to T . Thus,

weighted CT (WCT) [24] collapse networks G as

W
⇤ =

TX

t=1

(1� ✓)T�t
Wt, (3)

where ✓ 2 (0, 1) is a parameter controlling the relevant importance of Wt.154

CT and WCT predict temporal links as WT+1 = W
⇤. The advantage of155

collapse based methods is simple. However, they are criticized by the low ac-156

curacy of prediction because they assume that edges in temporal networks are157

independent.158
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3.2. Topological analysis based methods159

To overcome the limitation of network collapse based methods, the topo-160

logical analysis based algorithms aim at obtaining the relations among vertices161

by exploiting the structure of networks. The critical di↵erence among these162

algorithms is how to define the similarity among vertices.163

The typical similarity for a pair of vertices is to count the percentage of

overlapping neighbors. Specifically, given a pair of vertices vi and vj , the Jaccard

coe�cient is defined as

sijt =
|Ni(Wt) \Nj(Wt)|
|Ni(Wt) [Nj(Wt)|

, (4)

where Ni(Wt) is the set of neighbors of node i in network Gt. Nevertheless,

Jaccard coe�cient only explores the paths with length of 2, which is insu�cient

to fully characterize topological structure of networks. Katz [25] quantifies the

closeness between a pair of vertices by counting the number of paths with various

lengths connecting them, which is defined as

St =
1X

i=1

�
i
W

l
t = (I � �Wt)

�1 � I, (5)

where I an identity matrix.164

There are also various similarity indexes for temporal link prediction, in-165

cluding graph communicability [17], eigenspace of spectrum of networks [26].166

3.3. Matrix decomposition based methods167

Although topological structure analysis overcomes the drawback of network168

collapse based methods, it is not a panacea because the latent information of169

networks cannot be fully depicted by topology. Matrix decomposition is popular170

to obtain latent feature for networks.171

The most intuitive strategy is to factorize W
⇤ using singular value decom-

position (SVD), which approximates W ⇤ by the product of three matrices such
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that

W
⇤ = P⌃Q

0
, (6)

where P,Q are left and right singular matrices respectively, and ⌃ = diag(�1, . . . , �n).

The temporal links are predicted as

WT+1 =
kX

i=1

�ipiqi, (7)

where pi and qi are the i-th column of P,Q respectively, and k is the number

of singular vectors selected for prediction. Some constraints are imposed on

matrix factorization in order to achieve better interpretation. For example,

NMF approximates W
⇤ using two low-rank nonnegative matrices X,Y such

that

W
⇤ ⇡ XY. (8)

Factorizing collapsed matrix W
⇤ is not popular since the collapsed network

fails to preserve the topological structure of dynamic networks. The most intu-

itive way is to directly factorize W using tensor decomposition (TD) [18], which

is defined as

W =
X

i

�iai � bi � ci. (9)

where � denote the outer product between two vector, i.e. ai � bi = aib
0
i. And172

ai, bi, ci are the decomposed vectors. Although TD identifies higher-order173

patterns in dynamic networks, the complexity and di�culty in incorporating174

priori information are two drawbacks.175

To solve this problem, SNMF-FC [17] employes NMF to obtain feature ma-

trix for each slide Gt as

Wt ⇡ XtX
0

t . (10)

where Xt is the extracted features in snapshot t. Then, it predicts temporal
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links using feature matrices as

WT+1 =
TX

i=1

(1� ✓)T�t
XtX

0

t . (11)

where ✓ controls the importance of di↵erent snapshots, and WT+1 is the predic-176

tion matrix for link prediction.177

But, the feature matrices obtained by SNMF-FC are independent, ignoring

the temporality of networks. To address this issue, GrNMF obtains feature ma-

trix at t by simultaneously taking into account bothWt andWt�1 by minimizing

the following cost

kWt �XtX
0

tk2 + tr(XtWt�1X
0

t). (12)

In addition, graph representation based methods, like DeepWalk[27], LINE[28],178

node2vec[29] etc., are also good at obtain latent feature for networks. We learn179

embedding matrix E from network by graph representation based methods,180

and then gain the similarity between nodes by analyzing embedding matrix,181

i.e. S = EE
0

2kEk2 is the cosine similarity between nodes. However, these methods182

could not handle additional information, such as temporal smoothing informa-183

tion, during the representation learning process.184

3.4. Multi-label learning and Link prediction185

On an abstract level, the problems of multi-label learning (MLL) and link186

prediction (LP) are similar: LP aims to impute missing links and MLL aims to187

impute missing labels. Although LP and MLL are inherently interwoven, so far188

they have been mostly considered to be unrelated problems.189

Since Chen et al. [30] introduce a novel method, called MLLP, which firstly190

combine two problems into a single joint objective function. The algorithm191

MLLP is designed for Bi-relational graphs, so the objective function is consist192

of three part: label prediction, link prediction, and label smoothness. MLLP193

do the network completion and label prediction simultaneously.194

We treat the link prediction problem as multi-label learning problem, and we195

firstly introduce the temporal link prediction method which combine multi-label196
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learning, feature extraction, and temporal smoothness. In the subsequent sec-197

tion, we investigate the possibility of designing e↵ective NMF-based algorithms198

by jointing the high-order topological structure and temporal information with199

multi-label learning.200

4. Algorithm201

The MLjFE is porposed in this section, which joint feature eaxtraction,202

multi-label learning, and temporal smoothing, as shown in Fig. 1. The objective203

function, optimization rules and algorithm analysis of the proposed algorithm204

are discussed in turn.205
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Figure 1: The overview of the proposed algorithm, which consists of two components: ob-

jective function and matrix factorization. The objective function compromises subcosts from

multi-label learning, topological structure factorization and temporal smoothness. Matrix fac-

torization procedure jointly factorizes adjacent and PMI matrices associated with temporal

networks at the current time.

4.1. Objective function206

Traditional classification algorithms, such as support vector machine (SVM),207

are criticized by the ine�ciency for multiple labels. To overcome this issue,208

multi-label learning simultaneously predict multiple labels by constructing a209

function f(x, Z) where x and Z are feature vector of an object and parameter210

matrix. The output of multi-label learning is a vector with length l representing211

the various labels, i.e. Z
0
x 2 {0, 1}l [31]. As shown Fig.1, the objective function212
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of the proposed algorithm consists of three components: cost for multi-label213

learning, feature extraction and temporal smoothness, which are addressed in214

turns.215

On the first concern, the multi-label learning can be easily applied to link

prediction. Given the feature matrix for vertices X = [x1, . . . ,xn]
0 2 R

n⇥k of

a network, multi-label learning constructs parameter matrix Z to predict links,

such as f(X,Z) = Z
0
X

0 2 {0, 1}n⇥n. Thus, the link prediction is a special

case of multi-label learning. To learn parameter matrix Z, multi-label learning

minimizes the regularized empirical risk [31], which is defined as

J(Z) = `(W,X,Z), (13)

where `(W,X,Z) is the loss function to quantifying the goodness of prediction

and usually the l2 norm is adopted, i.e. `(W,X,Z) = kW �Z
0
X

0k2. Obviously,

the empirical risk in Eq.(13) for Gt is reformulated as

J(Zt) = kWt � Z
0

tX
0

tk2. (14)

However, Eq.(14) cannot directly be applied to the temporal link prediction216

problem since it defaults the features is given by the data and ignores the dy-217

namics of networks.218

On the second concern, we expect the features of vertices can e↵ectively cap-

ture the topological structure. Recently, representation models are originated

from natural language process with an immediate purpose to learn contents c

using core words w [32] by maximizing the function as

max
X

w

X

c

logPr(c|w) (15)

where Pr(c|w) is the condition probability for content c under word w. To

extend representation model for networks, graph representation learning aim

at learning continuous feature vector for each vertex, where critical topological
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structure is preserved. It is proven that graph representation is equivalent with

matrix factorization of pointwise mutual information (PMI) matrix[33], and the

DeepWalk equivalent matrix is defined as [34]

mij = log

⇥
ei

�
W +W

2 + · · ·+W
l
�⇤

j

l
(16)

where ei is the i-th standard basis and l is the window size. Thus, we expect

feature matrix Xt hidden in PMI matrix Mt by matrix factorization, i.e.

J(Xt, Yt) = kMt �XtYtk2. (17)

On the third one, Eqs.(14) and (17) quantify the costs for multi-label and fea-

ture extraction, failing to capture dynamics of networks. In our previous study

[20], it is proven that incorporating dynamics of networks during feature extrac-

tion significantly improves the accuracy of temporal link prediction. Therefore,

we expect parameter matrix Zt also captures the topological structure of Gt�1.

The most intuitive way is to measure the di↵erence between parameter matrices

at two consecutive times, i.e.

J(Zt, Zt�1) = kZt � Zt�1k2.

= tr((Zt � Zt�1)(Zt � Zt�1)
0)

(18)

which denote that the parameter matrices changing gradually over time.219

Therefore, we obtain the overall objective function at time t by combining

Eqs.(14,17,18), i.e.

Jt = J(Zt) + ↵J(Xt, Yt) + �J(Zt, Zt�1)

= kWt � Z
0

tX
0

tk2 + ↵kMt �XtYtk2 + �tr

⇣
(Zt � Zt�1)(Zt � Zt�1)

0
⌘
,

s.t. tr(X
0

tXt � I) = 0, Xt � 0, Zt � 0

(19)

where ↵ and � are parameters determining the relevant importance of feature220

extraction and smoothness items, respectively. And non-negative constraints on221
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Xt can lead more easily discriminable clustering features and more interpretable222

results [35]. Furthermore, tr(X
0

tXt�I) = 0 means the features extracted should223

be normalized during the process of optimization.224

The model in Eq.(19) joints multi-label learning and feature extraction dur-

ing optimization procedure with an immediate purpose to avoid local minima.

The overall objective function of MLjFE is defined as the sum of Jt, i.e.

J =
TX

t=1

Jt =
TX

i=1

(kWt � Z
0

tX
0

tk2 + ↵kMt �XtYtk2

+ �tr

⇣
(Zt � Zt�1)(Zt � Zt�1)

0
⌘

s.t. tr(X
0

tXt � I) = 0, Xt � 0, Zt � 0, 8t 2 {1, 2, . . . , T}.

(20)

In this case, we transform the temporal link prediction problem into a joint225

optimization problem in Eq.(20). In the next subsection, we present the opti-226

mization procedures.227

4.2. Optimization228

It is di�cult to directly optimize Eq.(20) since three matrices Xt, Zt, Yt229

are involved. Thus, an iterative three-step strategy is adopted, where at each230

iteration we optimize one matrix by fixing the others. The iteration is repeated231

until the algorithm converges or the maximum number of iterations is reached.232

The Lagrange function for the optimization problem in Eq.(20) is con-

structed as

Lt =
1

2
(kWt � Z

0

tX
0

tk2F + ↵kMt �XtYtk2F

+ �tr

⇣
(Zt � Zt�1)(Zt � Zt�1)

0
⌘
+ �tr(X 0

tXt � I)),
(21)

where parameter � controls the importance to normalize the features Xt.233

By fixing Yt and Zt, the partial derivatives of Lt with respect to feature

matrix Xt, Yt is deduced as

@Lt

@Xt
= �(W

0

tZ
0

t + ↵MtY
0

t ) +Xt(ZtZ
0

t + ↵YtY
0

t + �I). (22)
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Analogously, the partial derivatives of Lt with respect to feature matrix Yt and

Zt is deduced as
@Lt

@Yt
= ↵(�X

0

tMt +X
0

tXtYt), (23)

and
@Lt

@Zt
= �X

0

tW
0

t +X
0

tXtZt + �(Zt � Zt�1), (24)

The nonnegativity of Xt is solved using Projected Gradient Methods for234

NMF (PGD)[36].235

After obtaining feature matrix Xt, MLjFE predicts the temporal link WT+1

as

WT+1 =
TX

t=1

✓
T�t

Z
0

tX
0

t , (25)

where parameter ✓ 2 [0,1] determines the importance of feature matrix Xt. In236

our previous study [20], ✓=0.8 is a good choice. The procedure of MLjFE is237

illustrated in Algorithm 1.238

4.3. Algorithm Analysis239

The space complexity of MLjFE is O(n2
T ). Given a dynamic network G,240

the 3-dimensional adjacency matrix Wn⇥n⇥T requires space O(n2
T ). The spcae241

complexity for matrix factorization is O(nkT ). Therefore, the overall complexity242

is O(Tn2).243

Then, the time complexity is O(k1kn2
T ), which is analyzed following. For244

updating feature matrix Xt, parameter matrix Zt, and matrix Yt, the time245

complex is O(kn2). So the overall time complexity of MLjFE is O(k1kn2
T ),246

where k1 is the number of iteration in Algorithm 1.247

5. Experiment248

To fully validate the performance of the proposed algorithm, a comparative249

comparison among various algorithms is conducted on a number of artificial and250

real dynamic networks.251
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Algorithm 1 The MLjFE algorithm
Input:

G: Dynamic networks;
k: number of features;
↵: weight for feature extraction;
�: weight for temporal smoothing

Output:

WT+1: network at time T+1
Part 1: feature extraction and parameter learning

1: for t=1,2,...,T do

2: Compute the PMI matrix M
3: Make initial matrices Xt,Yt,Zt;
4: for iteration until convergence or reach max iteration do

5: Fixed matrices Yt and Zt, update Xt using Eq.(22);
6: Handle nonnegativity using PGD;
7: Fixed matrices Xt and Yt, updating Zt using Eq.(24);
8: Handle nonnegativity of Zt using PGD;
9: Fixed matrices Xt and Zt, updating Yt using Eq.(23);

10: end for

11: end for

Part 2: Temporal link prediction
12: Predicting temporal links using Eq.(25);
13: return WT+1

5.1. Data and Setting252

Seven typical algorithms are selected, including Katz index [25], GrNMF [20],253

SNMF-FC [17], GCNs [37], GCN-GAN [38], PMI, and CPLST PMI [31]. The254

reasons for the selection of these algorithms will be shown below. Katz index255

is an excellent link prediction similarity based on topological structure analy-256

sis. GrNMF is the state-of-the-art matrix factorization-based methods without257

collapsing the dynamic network. SNMF-FC are the matrix factorization-based258

methods with feature collapsing. GCN-GAN is state-of-the-art deep learning259

algorithm, benefits of the graph convolutional network (GCN), long short-tern260

memory (LSTM), and the generative adversarial network (GAN). However, the261

space complexity of GCN-GAN is O(n3), which limits the dataset we can run.262

Therefore, GCNs as an alternative strategy of GCN-GAN, GCNs is for feature263

extraction, and then uses the Pearson similarity to calculate the prediction ma-264

trix. PMI and CPLST PMI are closely related to the algorithm we proposed.265
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PMI is the matrix equivalent to DeepWalk, which perform matrix factoriza-266

tion on PMI matrix, and Pearson similarity calculating on the embeddings.267

CPLST PMI is the non-joint version of MLjFE. CPLST PMI performs feature268

extraction based on DeepWalk, and then train the multi-label classifier CPLST.269

270

Eight datasets are employed to testify the performance of these algorithms,271

including both two artificial and six real temporal networks, which are widely272

adopted for temporal link prediction. The statistics of the six datasets are273

summarized in Table 1, with the number of vertices ranging from 128 to 39,685.274

Given the temporal network G with T time steps, we predict the temporal275

links based on the networks from 1 to T�1, where network GT is used to validate276

the performance of algorithms. All these algorithms run on HP workstation277

with Intel Core i7 3.2GHz CPU and 32G RAM using the default values of278

parameters. To quantify the accuracy of algorithms, both area under curve279

(AUC) and average precision(AP) score are employed.280

Table 1: Statistics of temporal networks, where |V | denotes the number of vertices, |E| rep-
resents the number of edges, |T | corresponds to the number of time steps.

Category Description Data |V | |E| |T |

Real-world
networks

DBLP Scientists 31,855 91,095 5
Sx-mathoverflow Web 3,148 62,012 7
Sx-askubuntu Web 28,371 61,249 8
email-EU-core Email 857 150,309 8
Facebook Social networks 1,819 56,098 6
CollegeMsg Message networks 1,828 56,912 6

Artificial
networks

SYN-FIX NA 128 20480 10
SYN-VAR NA 256 59764 10

5.2. Artificial temporal networks281

The artificial temporal networks are based on the well-known GN bench-282

mark network[39], which consists of two types of dynamic networks: SYN-FIX283

and SYN-VAR. The GN static network consists of 128 vertices grouped into 4284

communities where each of them contains 32 vertices, where each vertex has285

an average degree 16 and shares z edges connecting vertices outside of the cor-286
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responding community. SYN-FIX starts from a GN network as G1. And, for287

each time t, 3 vertices are randomly selected from each community in Gt�1 and288

assigned to others in Gt. Thus, the number of communities in the SYN-FIX net-289

work is 4 for all of the time steps. SYN-VAR is a modified version of SYN-FIX290

by forming and dissolving communities. Specifically, the initial GN network has291

256 vertices with average degree 16, which are classified into four communities292

with 64 vertices in each. To introduce dynamics of networks, 8 vertices from293

each community are randomly selected in Gt�1 and forms them into a novel294

community in Gt. This procedure is repeated for 5 time steps, then the vertices295

are returned to the original communities.296

Priori to validating the performances of algorithms, how to select values for297

parameters are investigated. Three parameters are involved in MLjFE, where k298

is the number of features, ↵ and � control the importance of multi-label learning299

term and temporal smoothness term. We investigate the impact of parameter300

k, ↵, and � by fixing the others.301

First, we investigate how parameter ↵ a↵ect the performance of the proposed302

algorithm. By fixing �=1 and k=4, we testify the performance of MLjFE on303

the SYN-FIX networks by ranging ↵ from 0 to 10 with gap 1. How AUC of304

MLjFE changes with various values of parameter ↵ on the SYN-FIX networks305

is shown in Fig. 2 A. It is easy to conclude that, as parameter ↵ increases from306

0 to 2, AUC of MLjFE soars to 0.675. Furthermore, as parameter ↵ from 2 to 9,307

the performance of the proposed algorithm is stable. The possible reason is that308

the objective function is dominated by the cost of classification if parameter ↵309

is small. As parameter ↵ increases from 0 to 2, feature extraction becomes more310

important, resulting in the high quality features that are critical for the improve-311

ment of temporal link prediction. When ↵ > 2, the performance of MLjFE is312

quite stable. There is a good reason to explain this phenomenon. When pa-313

rameter ↵ is small, the objective function of the proposed model gives the top314

priority to improve the accuracy of prediction, ignoring the quality of features.315

In this case, the features of vertices cannot fully the topological structure of316

networks, resulting in an undesirable performance. As parameter ↵ increases,317
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MLjFE pays more attention to the feature extraction, which ameliorates the318

quality of features. ↵ =2, feature extraction and link prediction reaches a good319

balance, achieving the best performance. To check whether parameter ↵ is sensi-320

tive to measurements, how AP score of MLjFE changes by varying parameter ↵321

from 0 to 9 is shown in Fig. 2 B, where the similar tendency repeats, indicating322

that parameter ↵ is not sensitive to measurements. Thus, we only employ AUC323

to investigate the e↵ects of parameters. Then, we check whether parameter ↵324

is sensitive to networks by replacing SYN-FIX with SYN-VAR networks. The325

performance of MLjFE in terms of AUC and AP score is illustrated in Fig. 2 C326

and D, respectively. From these panels, we assert that MLjFE achieves the best327

performance when ↵=2. Therefore, we set ↵=2 in the following experiments.328

One of the critical di↵erence between temporal and static link prediction329

is the smoothness of temporality, and parameter � controls the importance of330

smoothness. Then, we validate how parameter � e↵ects the performance of331

MLjFE by fixing ↵=2. The plot of AUC vs parameter � on various networks332

is shown in Fig. Fig. 2 E and F, where panel E is for the SYN-FIX networks333

and � > 1. MLjFE obtains the optimal performance when �=1. When � is334

small, the temporality of networks is neglected, where features only reflects the335

topological structure of each snapshot without dynamics of networks. In this336

case, the features of vertices fail to characterize temporal networks, leading to337

the low accuracy. When �=1, the temporality and topological structure reach a338

good balance, generating discriminative features that are suitable for temporal339

link predictions. Fig. 2 F also indicates that �=1 is a good choice. Therefore,340

we set �=1.341

Finally, how parameter k a↵ects the performance of MLjFE is analyzed.342

By fixing ↵=2 and �=1, we investigate how accuracy of MLjFE changes by343

ranging k from 1 to 10 for the SYN-FIX networks. As shown in Fig. 2 G, AUC344

of MLjFE improves as parameter k increases from 1 to 6, and, the performance345

ofMLjFE is stable when k � 7. MLjFE obtains the best performance when k=9346

(⇡ =7.0% of vertices in networks). To check whether parameter k is sensitive to347

the temporal networks. The procedure repeats by using the SYN-VAR networks348
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as parameter k increases from 10 to 180 as shown in Fig. 2 H, where k=20 (⇡349

=7.8% of vertices in networks). Therefore, we suggest a reasonable interval for350

parameter k as [5%n, 10%n], where n is the number of vertices in networks.351

Before presenting the detailed performance of various on the prediction of352

temporal links, we give an illustrative example to demonstrate the superiority353

of the proposed algorithm by using the SYN-FIX networks as shown in Fig. 3,354

where panel A is the heatmap of truth-ground of links of SYN-FIX at T+1, B-D355

are the output of MLjFE, GCN-GAN, and GrNMF, respectively. There are four356

diagonal blocks in Fig. 3 A because there are four modules in the SYN-FIX357

networks. From Fig. 3, we assert that MLjFE is superior to the state-of-the-358

art methods since the output of MLjFE is close to the truth-ground. These359

panels imply that the joint learning strategy is promising for the temporal link360

prediction.361

The accuracy of the compared algorithms for datasets SYN-FIX and SYN-362

VAR are summarized in Fig. 4. From these figures, we assert that the MLjFE363

algorithm outperforms the rest algorithms in terms of AUC and AP score on364

synthetic artificial networks. For experiments of algorithm comparing, we select365

the largest AUC and AP score of all experiments as our result. The left two366

figures show the comparison about AUC, and MLjFE works slightly better than367

NMFFC on SYN-FIX and better than CPLST PMI on SYN-VAR. Due to the368

lack of source codes about AP score in several algorithms, we only compare369

GrNMF, PMI, CPLST PMI, and MLjFE in terms of AP score. The right two370

figures shows that MLjFE works better than other algorithm on both SYN-FIX371

and SYN-VAR datasets.372

The Katz method achieves the worst performance because it collapses net-373

works without preserving the topological structure of networks. There are three374

possible reasons why the proposed algorithm outperforms others. First, the375

multi-label learning is promising for temporal link prediction. For example,376

CPLST PMI achieves an excellent performance. Second, joint multi-label learn-377

ing and matrix factorization have a good balance between feature extraction and378

temporal link prediction. This assertion is consist with the conclusion in Ref.379
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Figure 2: How parameters e↵ect the performance of MLjFE on the artificial networks in terms

of various measurements: (A) AUC vs ↵ on the SYN-FIX networks, (B) AP score vs ↵ on

the SYN-FIX networks, (C) AUC vs ↵ on the SYN-VAR networks, (D) AP score vs ↵ on the

SYN-VAR networks, (E) AUC vs � on the SYN-FIX networks, (F) AUC vs � on the SYN-

VAR networks, (G) AUC vs k on the SYN-FIX networks, (H) AUC vs k on the SYN-VAR

networks.
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Figure 3: Heatmaps of various algorithms for temporal link prediction on the SYN-FIX net-

works: (A) Truth-ground, (B) MLjFE, (C) GCN-GAN, and (D)GrNMF.

[21] where joint learning models and parameters can significantly improve the380

accuracy of algorithms. The third reason is that the temporality of networks is381

regularized for feature extraction, which is more accurate to capture the dynam-382

icity of networks. However, SNMF-FC independently extracts feature for each383

Gt, which is inferior to MLjFE. These results demonstrate that the proposed384

algorithm is promising for temporal link prediction.385

5.3. Facebook: social temporal networks386

The artificial networks in the previous subsection is insu�cient to fully vali-387

date the performance ofMLjFE. Thus, we check whether the proposed algorithm388

is also promising for predicting temporal links in social networks. The facebook389

social networks, named Swarthmore42 1, is selected, where each vertex corre-390

sponds to an individual and each edge represents friendship relation [40]. Each391

snapshot contains the interactions of a month.392

1http://networkrepository.com
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(A) (B)

(C) (D)

Figure 4: Performance of various algorithms on di↵erent networks in terms of various mea-

surements: (A) AUC on the SYN-FIX networks, (B) AP score on the SYN-FIX networks, (C)

AUC on the SYN-VAR networks, and (D) AP score on the SYN-VAR networks.

The performance of the compared algorithms on the facebook networks is393

shown in Fig. 5, where panel A is for AUC and B for AP score. From Fig.394

5, we conclude that the proposed algorithm are superior to the other methods.395

In details, the AUC of MLjFE is 0.719, while AUCs are 0.665, 0.692, 0.679,396

0.670, 0.655, and 0.675 for Katz, GrNMF, NMF-FC, SVD, PMI, CPLST PMI,397

respectively. Moreover, the AP score of MLjFE is 0.454, which is significant398

higher than others, i.e. 0.141 (GrNMF), PMI (0.267), 0.218 (CPLST PMI).399

MLjFE achieves the best performance, followed by GrNMF, implying that the400

latent features obtained by matrix factorization are precise to capture the dy-401

namics of networks. These results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm is402

also promising for temporal link prediction in social networks.403
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(A) (B)

Figure 5: Performance of various algorithms on the Facebook social networks in terms of

di↵erent measurements: (A) AUC, and (B) AP score.

5.4. CollegeMsg: message temporal networks404

The third temporal networks 2 are derived from the University of California405

(Irvine), where each vertex denotes an individual and an edge represents there406

is at least on private message between a pair of vertices. There are in total407

1828 users, 56912 edges and 6 time steps, where each time step corresponds to408

a month.409

The accuracy of various algorithms on ColledgeMsg temporal networks is410

shown in Fig. 6, where panel A corresponds to AUCs and B to AP scores. We411

can conclude that MLjFE achieves the best performance, followed by NMF-412

FC and CPLST PMI. Interestingly, although SNMF-FC independently extracts413

features for each time, it still has an excellent performance since the AUC of414

SNMF-FC is significantly higher than Katz, GrNMF, SVD and PMI. The pos-415

sible reason is that the dynamics of ColledgeMsg temporal networks is not as416

fierce as Facebook temporal networks because the users in the same college417

have similar backgrounds. The AP score of MLjFE is also significant higher418

than others, demonstrating that the proposed algorithm precisely predicts the419

temporal links in social networks.420

2http://snap.stanford.edu/data/CollegeMsg.html
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(A) (B)

Figure 6: Performance of various algorithms on the CollegeMsg dataset in terms of di↵erent

measurement: (A) AUC, and (B) AP score.

5.5. Sx-mathoverflow421

The previous temporal networks are social networks for individuals. To422

fully validate performance of algorithms, we adopt the web temporal networks423

for stack exchange on Math Overflow, where each vertex corresponds to a user424

and each edge denotes a comment or answer between a pair of users. There are425

totally 3148 users and 62012 edges and 7 time steps [41].426

The AUCs and AP scores of various algorithms on the web temporal net-427

works are shown in Fig. 7, where MEjFE obviously outperforms the other al-428

gorithms in terms of both AUCs and AP scores. In details, the AUC of MLjFE429

is 0.755, while those of CPLST PMI and SNMF-FC are 0.729 and 0.722, re-430

spectively. And, the AP score of MLjFE is 0.482, which improves 17.4% for431

CPLST PMI. The results further demonstrate that joint multi-label learning432

and feature extraction can e↵ectively capture the dynamics of networks.433

5.6. Email-Eu-core434

The email-EU-core network 3 is generated using email data from a large Eu-435

ropean research institution. The e-mails only represent communication between436

institution members (the core), so the network contains 986 nodes and 332334437

edges with 803 days time span. We select 8 snapshots from 1970-01 to 1970-08438

to construct the temporal networks.439

3http://snap.stanford.edu/data/email-Eu-core-temporal.html
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(A) (B)

Figure 7: Performance of various algorithms on the sx-mathoverflow dataset in terms of

di↵erent measurements: (A) AUC, and (B) AP score.

The performance of various algorithms on the email-EU-Core networks is440

shown in Fig. 8. From panel A, it is easy to assert that all the algorithms,441

except Katz, achieve an excellent performance and MLjFE is the best in terms442

of AUC. The possible reason why Katz is worst is that topological information443

cannot fully characterize dynamics of networks, while the latent features are444

more accurate for describe the structure of temporal networks. Fig.8 B demon-445

strates that MLjFE is inferior to GrNMF and CPLST PMI. One of the possible446

reasons is that the Email temporal networks are much denser, i.e. the average447

degree of vertices is 65, which is 8 times higher than that of the other temporal448

networks. In all, the performance of MLjFE is also acceptable.449

(A) (B)

Figure 8: Comparison of various algorithms on the Email-EU-Core networks in terms of

di↵erent measurements: (A) AUC, and (B) AP score.
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5.7. DBLP networks and sx-askubuntu450

The sizes of the previous networks are too small ( 5000) to fully evaluate451

the performance of the MLjFE algorithm. Therefore, we adapt the large-scale452

DBLP dataset4 and sx-askubuntu, which have nodes 31,855 and 28,371. Each453

vertex on DBLP corresponds to an author and each link denotes co-author454

relationship between authors. Each vertex on sx-askubuntu corresponds to a455

user and each edge denote a comment or answer between a pair of users.456

Due to the large number of nodes, only algorithms without networks col-457

lapsing could be adapted in large-scale datasets, like DBLP and sx-askubuntu.458

So, we only compare MLjFE with GrNMF, shown in Fig. 9.459

Although DBLP and sx-askubuntu are both low degree networks with large460

number of nodes, our algorithms works well in these datasets. This is because461

feature extraction term is good at dealing with sparse networks, like DBLP and462

sx-askubuntu. In conclusion, we could tell that our proposed method works well463

in both artificial networks, real-world networks, and large-scale networks.464

5.8. Performance on static link prediction465

In addition, we testify the possibility of extending MLjFE for the static link466

prediction, where the temporal networks are collapsed into a static one. The 5-467

fold cross validation strategy is employed to validate the performance of MLjFE.468

We remove the temporality item in the objective function in Eq.(20). Thus, six469

static networks are generated for SYN-FIX, SYN-VAR, facebook, email-EU-470

core, CollegeMsg, and sx-mathoverflow. Six algorithms, including Katz, NMF,471

GCNs, DeepWalk, node2vec, and MLjFE static, are selected for a comparison.472

The results of various algorithms are shown in Figs. 10. From these panels,473

we assert that DeepWalk achieves the best performance, whereas GCNs has474

the worst performance. MLjFE is inferior to DeepWalk, and superior to the475

others. These results demonstrate that MLjFE is also promising for static link476

prediction.477

4http://wwww.informatik.uni-trier.ed/~ley/db/index.html
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Figure 9: Comparison of various algorithms on the large-scale real-world networks in term

of di↵erent measurements: (A) AUC on the DBLP networks, (B) AP score on the DBLP

networks, (C) AUC on the sx-askubuntu networks, and (D) AP score on the sx-askubuntu

networks.

6. Conclusion478

Temporal link prediction is of great significance since the incomplete of ob-479

servation of complex networks. Compared with the traditional link prediction480

in static networks, temporal link prediction takes into account both topological481

structure and temporality of networks, imposing a great challenge on designing482

e↵ective algorithms. Although great e↵orts have been devoted to this issue,483

many unsolved problems, such as time complexity and accuracy of algorithms,484

remain. For example, the available algorithms assume the independence of fea-485

ture extraction and prediction, resulting in an undesirable performance.486

In this study, a novel joint learning-based algorithm (MLjFE ) is proposed,487

where the feature of vertices and temporality are jointly learned. MLjFE con-488

sists of two major components, i.e., feature extraction and prediction. Specifi-489

cally, the multi-label learning serves as feature extraction and link prediction,490

and temporal smoothing is employed to address the temporality of networks.491
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Figure 10: Comparison of static link prediction algorithms on static networks in term of AUC

score: (A) SYNFIX (B) SYNVAR, (C) facebook (D) CollegeMsg, (E) sx-mathoverflow, (F)

Email-Eu-Core.

Experimental results on the artificial and real-world temporal networks demon-492

strate that the proposed model outperforms state-of-the-art approaches. Dif-493

ferent from the current methods, MLjFE has noteworthy advantages. First,494

the equivalence relation between graph embedding and matrix factorization is495

proved, laying the solid foundation for the proposed algorithm. Second, MLjFE496

makes use of the latent features of temporal networks based on the matrix497

factorization, which is more accurate to characterize the structure of networks.498

Finally, the features extraction and link prediction are jointly learned, improving499

the discriminative ability of features since the features are under the guidance500

of link prediction. Extensive experiments demonstrate that MLjFE is superior501

to state-of-the-art methods on various datasets. What we want to point out502

is that MFjFE provides a flexible joint learning framework for temporal link503

prediction, which can be easily extended to various applications.504

Although the proposed model and algorithm overcomes several drawbacks505

of current methods. There are still some unsolved problems involving the com-506

plexity, accuracy and quantification of patterns, which are summarized as507

- Even though the time complexity of MLjFE is the same as that of NMF508

and accelerated by PGD with automatically step size searching. However,509

it is still unacceptable for the large-scale networks with millions of vertices.510
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The possible alternative is network reduction, which aims to reduce the511

size of networks by preserving the topological structure of networks. How-512

ever, it is non-trivial to perform network reduction on temporal networks513

since temporality and topological structure are di�cult to balance. How514

to reduce sizes of networks without destroying the temporality of vertices515

is promising for addressing the complexity of algorithms.516

- Currently, the clear definition of dynamic patterns in temporal networks is517

lack. The available algorithms, including the proposed algorithm, implic-518

itly address the dynamic features by utilizing the smoothing framework519

to balance structure and temporality. How to describe and quantification520

of dynamic patterns in temporal paves a way to design alternatives for521

temporal link prediction.522

- The application of temporal link prediction is also an interesting topic.523

There are so many dynamic systems, such as progression of cancers. How524

to apply the proposed algorithm to the cancer temporal networks and525

identify potential dynamic patterns are critical for revealing the under-526

lying mechanisms of cancers. However, the interpretability of dynamic527

patterns for cancer is also highly non-trivial. Currently, MLjFE ignores528

the underlying backgrounds of temporal networks. How to incorporate529

priori information into algorithms is one of the possible strategies for this530

issue.531
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